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The present work introduces the Knowledge Harnessing, by showing its theoretical founda-
tions as well as a three-way decision model to deal with it. The problem poses how to
extract valid information about a specific context from conflicting or uncertain information
received by a system (or agent). With this aim, forgetting variable operators are used to
both characterize the problem from the logical point of view and provide a theoretical so-
lution as an acceptance-rejection problem. Since the formalization is semantic in nature (it
considers the models of the knowledge base that admit the extracted knowledge), general
bounds are provided for acceptance-rejection evaluation on boundary region.

1. Introduction

The task of designing deliberative agents implies solving the challenge of defining the behavior of the agent based on the 
logical consequence from its knowledge base (or beliefs) or variants thereof. The problem of logical entailment is to decide 
whether a given formula F is valid in all models of a Knowledge Base (KB) K (K |= F ).

In some cases it is possible that K �|= F and K �|= ¬F occurs, and therefore it is not possible to decide, by entailment, 
on the information represented by F , since in this case both K ∪ {F } and K ∪ {¬F } would be consistent. In this situation, a 
classic alternative in AI is to design other methods based on non-classical logic (e.g. with non-monotonous reasoning [1]). 
Often, methods are designed for the case of syntactically simple formulas (being F an atom or clause). If F represents 
complex information (with a syntactic complex structure), the engineer have to design methods to take advantage (by some 
appropriate procedure that does not cause inconsistency) of some information contained in F on which he/she can decide 
its validity in order to deal with it.

This paper is focused on a way of solving this kind of issues. The aim of this work is to explain how to use conservative 
retraction methods to formalize a Three-Way Decision (TWD) model for dealing with what we have called the Knowledge 
Harnessing problem. This is introduced in this paper for the first time. The problem, referred to Knowledge-Based Systems 
(KBS), consists in retrieving useful knowledge that is implicitly contained in some information received by an agent/system, 
when it is either incompatible with its knowledge (causes inconsistency) or simply it is not logical consequence from 
it. Formally, for context of this article, it will be limited to harnessing nontrivial knowledge contained in the conflicting 
information that refers to certain sets of variables (usually variable sets that determine the context in which the agent is 
working). A way of extracting such kind of knowledge is based on distilling the information to obtain only the relationships 
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Fig. 1. Conservative retraction as a mobile service for mobile agents (top-down process) in contraposition to knowledge fusion as a bottom-up process.

between the variables that are useful for our purposes, and forgetting the rest. The variable forgetting problem [2] has 
received considerable attention within the logic-based AI research field. The aim is to remove any reference to the variable 
to be forgotten from the KB but keeping the information that concerns the rest of them.

1.1. Variable forgetting

Variable forgetting (firstly introduced in [3]) is a type of reduction on a KB, K , that eliminates all information about 
the forgotten variable by getting another KB, K ′ , which retains all the knowledge that represents K over the rest. For such 
reduction to be successful, K must be a conservative extension of K ′ (or, equivalent, K ′ a conservative retraction of K ). In 
general terms, a knowledge base of K ′ in the language L′ is a conservative retraction of another K if K is an extension of K ′
but all L′-formula that entails K is also entailed by K ′ . That is to say, the conservative retraction K ′ restricts the knowledge 
to the language L′ but without losing deductive power in that language. Therefore, all the knowledge of that type of K is 
preserved. Variable forgetting is simply a conservative retraction that removes only one variable from the language.

Variable forgetting is a technique widely studied in AI. Applications have been developed in the field of programs refine-
ment or update (Logic [4], rule-based [5] and Answer Set Programs [6]), in the field of Constraint Satisfaction Problems [7]
as well as in non-classical logic (see e.g. [8,9]).

1.2. Motivating example: top-down processes for agents within mobile devices versus for knowledge harness as services

A framework in which the use of Knowledge Harnessing would be very inspiring is the domain of context-based reason-
ing. It is usual for a context to be specified by the set of variables whose values characterize it (these values represent the 
information the context contains in a specific state). The main problem is to specialize the global KB to the specific context 
in which the agent/system is working, by limiting the KB to knowledge about the variables that represent it.

The use of conservative retraction in a multi-agent mobile infrastructure (MAS) has been chosen as example. This case 
study motivated the analysis of the problem (that came up in [10] and [11]) presented in this paper. Designers have mainly 
two natural options (see Fig. 1). The first is the implementation of agents inside mobile devices. This option is conditioned 
by the heterogeneity of mobile devices (both software and hardware). Additionally, if the designer wants to combine results 
from different devices, other methods (knowledge/belief merging, Fig. 1, left) are required. These operations would involve 
the fusion of knowledge from different contexts, often determined by sensors activated in the environment. The second 
option consists in implementing the agents within a MAS in the Cloud, providing (through the mobile Internet network) the 
services that mobile users could require. The second option seems more feasible than the first since agents live in a pre-set 
MAS and therefore, problems related to device heterogeneity disappear. Applications on the mobile device simply have to 
provide communication between the agents within the MAS and the devices (for example). However, in this case, the traffic 
between mobile devices and the MAS would be higher than in the first option. Furthermore, in a centralized MAS there 
is no initial adaptation of the mobile device to the context in which the user finds himself (it must be taken into account 
that, potentially, the device can be in an excessive number of contexts). Thus, a top-down procedure is required to provide 
specialized knowledge to the mobile device, possibly specialized in the context (set of sensors/signals active or available). It 
could therefore happen that even in MAS, agents have different KBs; in fact it will be advisable if they are going to serve as 
an inference mechanism for the mobile device.

There is an intermediate option that can solve the use of different knowledge bases by agents. The idea consists in
keeping an unique global knowledge base and implement a service able to provide complete information about the context 
(associated to the sensors/signals) in which each mobile agent is working. Such information could be extracted from the 



global knowledge base KB by using conservative retraction (Fig. 1, right). The advantage of this option is that it does not 
need a method to combine different knowledge bases (as it happened in the first option), and the designer only has to 
build one global knowledge base (whereas in the second option it was possible for different agents to handle different 
knowledge bases without having to manage the global knowledge base). Finally, another advantage of this option is that the 
conservative retraction operation can be implemented as a service of the MAS and not as a program of each agent.

Note that the knowledge in the language associated with the context has not been weakened so far. That is to say, by 
the conservative retraction definition, the original KB and the sub-KB built are equivalent (on the sublanguage). Hopefully 
the sub-KB is simpler than the global Kb and therefore its processing will be less costly.

Going deeper into the example, it would be necessary to establish a framework to study situations in which the special-
ized KB of the mobile device (we are going to suppose that it is the conservative retraction of the general knowledge to the 
variables of the concrete context) is not able to decide about external information (for example sensors or data introduced 
by the user) because some kind of conflict appears. That is to say, a possible case in which the decision on the validity 
of the information cannot be decided by the KB. This is the case we would deal with by using Knowledge Harnessing to 
extract valid information from the conflictive one (inconsistent, incoherent, invalid, with uncertainty, etc.). It could be inter-
esting to provide that framework with a three-way decision model to work with this kind of problems. Note that, since the 
conservative retraction is equivalent (in the reduced language) to the global KB, solving this problem in the mobile device’s 
specialized KB is equivalent to doing so in the global KB in case it was necessary. Thus, it is interesting to apply Knowledge 
Harnessing methods to the former.

1.3. Deliberative agents, conflicting information and Knowledge Harnessing

The reliable information that can be extracted from the conflicting information that has been received would be very 
useful for several types of agent-based systems since it would provide information with which the agent could work in de-
liberative knowledge-based agents, as for example, those based on GOLOG [12] and particularly in its IndiGOLOG extension 
[13], which allows the incremental implementation of plans taking into account the assimilation of external information 
coming from the detection and monitoring of events. In general terms, in other models with mental categories this would 
allow the designer to modify the behavior scheme of the agent extending the theory that supports the model to use the 
knowledge harnessed. For instance, in models in which the agent is supposed to be skeptical and maintain a persistent 
belief base unless he or she perceives contradictions.

In more limited models of agency of reactive nature such as the Teleo-reactive one (TR) [14], the knowledge harnessing 
from the agent/robot perceptions would be very useful for the designer, since it could refine the TR succession defined by 
regression that specifies the behavior of the agent (it would allow him to reorder this succession to face this type of cases 
in the future).

In the context of multiagent knowledge processing and retrieval, the negotiation strategies between agents to reconcile 
knowledge [15,16] would allow the agent who receives information from the other agent to assess how conflicting it is with 
respect to his knowledge, so that he can evaluate his acceptance and proceed to conciliate with the other agent.

1.4. Knowledge Harnessing

The present paper introduces what we have called the Knowledge Harnessing problem. Roughly speaking, it poses how to 
extract, from conflictive information, knowledge that an agent can entail as true.

Given K a knowledge base, L0 a language sub-language of K , and F the formula representing the information received, 
it is said that there is knowledge harnessed from F with respect to K and L0 (denoted by K |=L0 F ) if the conservative 
retraction of F to L0, denoted by F�L0 , is not trivial (i.e. it provides non-trivial information, that is, it is not a tautology) 
and it is entailed by K , that is, K |= F�L0 . The idea behind the definition is that if we specialize F to the context determined 
by the sublanguage L0, then we can certify its validity, although the full information represented by F does not. Knowledge 
harnessing is important because it represents a way to extract useful knowledge in situations where all the information 
available is uncertain, contradictory or undecidable from agent’s knowledge. The problem definition itself shows that the 
use of forgetting operators significantly helps its resolution

From the same definition it is intuited that the availability and handling of operators to forget variables makes it easier 
for solving the questions.

When the knowledge to be harnessed is not unique, formal solutions to assess the different alternatives are necessary, 
thus it is worthy using a TWD schema to modelize these problems. As simple example could be

K = {p ↔ q ∨ r} and F = {p ∧ ¬q}
This is an extreme case where a TWD approach is interesting since K �|= F and none of the retractions of F to sublanguages 
of K , {p, q, r}, provide a solution. These retractions are (calculations are not detailed)

F�{p,q,r} = F , F�{p} = p, F�{q} = ¬q, F�{r} = 	
and only the last one is logical consequence of K . However, it is not informative, that is to say, it is not a formula providing 
specific information since it is a tautology. The other three retractions are informative when values for the variables are 



provided but they are not logical consequence of k. Therefore, it is necessary to assess their suitability in some way. This 
paper presents a semantic approach to measure such suitability. This approach measures how conservative is each option, 
that is to say, how many models of K satisfy each formula (the proportion of models). In the example, there exist: only 
one model satisfying F�{p,q,r} , three models of K satisfying F�{p} and only two satisfy F�{q} . Therefore, the second would be 
chosen. This option implies selecting which informative sublanguages are the most suitable in each case, by comparing the 
associated measures.

It is important to note that Knowledge Harnessing is not a belief revision variant (particularly updating) [17]. The goal 
of the later is to modify the belief base of the agent in order to accept the new information in a consistent way. That is 
to say, K would be transformed and F would be accepted as valid. In the Knowledge Harnessing F is transformed so the 
information can be accepted by K .

The approach is based in modifying the information in order to obtain a formula, in the same language than the initial 
KB so it is possible to check whether it is logical consequence. Therefore it is not advisable to use a representation logic 
(e.g. trivalued propositional logic) different than that of the initial base.

1.4.1. Notions related to Knowledge Harnessing
As mentioned above, the notion of Knowledge Harnessing is introduced for the first time in this document. As far as 

the authors know, it has not been discussed in general (not even for the logic on which this paper is focused, propositional 
logic). However, there are concepts and techniques that are applied in several fields that could be considered as specific 
cases or variants of Knowledge Harvesting

As it was already mentioned, the reason why the new information F is in conflict with the KB, K , consist of many 
causes, among others: inconsistency, the fact that it is not valid information in the agent’s work context, the fact that it 
is inconsistent from the agent’s designer point of view, and finally, that it is affected by uncertainty. Let us analyze some 
works that deal with these problems and their relation with the notion of KH.

Perhaps the most studied case is that of the inconsistency of the KB, which although it is not our case (we work with 
consistent KB) some of the solutions offered can be applied as particular cases of KH. In the case of propositional logic 
(and in general all logic understood in Tarski’s sense, that is, using the operator that determines all the consequences), the 
mechanism of choosing options [18] to obtain consistent sub-KBs from the inconsistent set K + {F } can be used to consider 
only options that entails K . If K (or database) is inconsistent, then Knowledge Harnessing would not be applied (it doesn’t 
make sense since K would imply any formula), although some of the techniques used to be able to work with queries 
on inconsistent databases [19] are related to the KH. For example, ontology repair techniques (in the sense of [20]) can be 
considered as a variant of KH for the case in which the KB (the ontology) is not valid (it does not have as a model the 
universe to be represented even if it is consistent).

Likewise, conflicts between two ontologies are located in axioms that are susceptible to be repaired. For instance, as-
suming that one ontology is correct and the problem of conflict comes from a second one. From the point of view of KH, a 
disagreement between a O1 ontology with F , a result deduced from another O2, can be repaired by using argumentative 
techniques [21]. This technique is an opportunity, since it reduces the problem to repairing the conflict of some of the 
axioms of the second one that are used in the argument that entails F . In the case of DL-ontologies, this form of argument-
based handling of the disagreements involves, in fact, knowledge harnessed from axioms of O2. The same idea is valid for 
inconsistency conflicts in Peer-to-Peer systems [22].

Another case that we could consider as a variant of the Knowledge Harnessing problem is that of enriching an ontology 
with information (or concepts) mined from data sources (e.g. to populate the ontology [23]). In this case the information 
obtained, being subject to Natural Language Processing, can be conflicting and must be refined, possibly restricting its 
expressiveness, in order to be added to the ontology.

In the field of databases, the option to modify (repair) the query (because it enters into some kind of conflict with the 
database) to obtain an approximate answer is a very similar problem. The case where the set of answers to a query is 
empty (the so-called no solution could be found dilemma) is important in scenarios such as recommendation systems because 
of its impact on e-commerce [24,25]. Among the different possible solutions, one is to adapt the query to validate some 
kind of approximate response, including the use of different database sources [26], in cloud computing scenarios [27] or 
by means of mediators [28]. For that dilemma, KH can provide weak versions of the query that are extremely interesting 
since we would get an answer. In the case of e-commerce, the customer who made the query receives a recommended 
product similar to the one he/she is looking for, consistent with the database and therefore with the current stock of the 
platform.

Abductive reasoning can be used to extract information compatible with the (rule-based) KB [29] from a query. This 
option does not allow obtaining information already contained in F , and it would be in principle more general. In [30] the 
generalization is applied to the particular case of conjunctive queries, which would correspond to a special case of KH when 
F is a conjunction of literals.

1.5. Three-way decisions

The concept of TWD has recently been proposed in order to study the decision-making processes in a general way (see 
e.g. [31,32]), unifying in the same framework different approaches to decision making that deal with the case of indefinition



or uncertainty (that is, approaches in which acceptance, non-commitment, and rejection are considered) such as the field 
of Granular Computing [33]. Such approach is natural from a cognitive point of view [34] and therefore very interesting 
for its use in the design of representation and reasoning processes in models of agents to deal with the rules that handle 
indecision.

The basic idea guiding TWD is to work on the problem of interpreting the workspace domain (system inputs, beliefs, 
etc.) by approaching it with three regions intimately related to decision-making procedures of any nature (see [35] for a 
introduction). More specifically, three regions, the positive, negative and border ones, are considered from the outset to be 
the regions of acceptance, rejection and non commitment in a ternary classification, respectively. Naturally, positive and 
negative regions could induce the rules of acceptance and rejection whilst the border region represents the no decision 
(or direct commitment) about its possible acceptance. The idea is very inspiring because when delimiting the region of 
indecision, multitude of techniques and a good number of approximations for rough or soft reasoning could be applied.

Since TWD aims to encompass processes in the presence of three decision situations, there are multiple ways of for-
malizing the idea (both those recovered from the same fields that are intended to be unified and those new ones inspired 
by the new paradigm). They reflect different ways of understanding both the decision process and the ontological nature 
of the positive, negative and borderline sets (an excellent exposition of the different approaches is again provided by [35]): 
evaluation on posets and decision determination, to work with interval-based evaluations, rough set theory, multi-valued 
logics and extensions of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), among others.

With respect to the field this paper deals with (the Knowledge Level AI viewpoint), there are well known techniques 
addressing the problem of non-commitment (the third case besides acceptance and rejection) that can be seen as a solution 
within AI modeling (for example, the Closed World Assumption, where the non-entailed atoms are classified as rejected). In 
the field of agent theory, where the problem of undecidability (from the agent’s knowledge point of view) about the action 
to be taken is ubiquitous, the treatment of its beliefs (and knowledge) about the world, and the analysis of the possible 
situations, requires solving such indecision. Thus, decision making within the non-commitment region is a major concern 
for the deliberative agent models cited above.

1.6. Aim and structure of the paper

The aim of this paper is to provide the formal foundations of a TWD model for Knowledge Harnessing. We are mainly 
interested in providing tools to take decisions on boundary regions for the classical (bivalued) logic. This paper is focused 
on propositional logic where some semantic features (number of models of a KB, for example) can be computed and thus 
used -at least theoretically- to estimate decisions and rejections.

The content of the paper is structured as follows. The following section is devoted to introduce the three main elements 
that are combined in the article (variable forgetting, Knowledge Harnessing and TWD theory). Its goal is twofold, to unify 
notation and to provide the formal elements used in following sections. In Sect. 3 the notion of Knowledge Harnessing is 
formalized and basics properties are proved. From this formalization the TWD model is introduced and studied in Sect. 4. 
Finally, some illustrative examples are presented in Sect. 5 and conclusions and future work in Sect. 6.

2. Background

Throughout the paper it is assumed that the reader is familiar with propositional logic, although a section about basic
elements and notation used in the paper is introduced.

2.1. Evaluation-based three-way decision model

As commented in the introduction, the TWD is not limited to the study and design of those decision regions since the 
partitioning must involve corresponding decision processes that lead the agent/system to act. According to Y. Yao [34], the 
processes of trisecting the universe of discourse (which involve tasks such as trisecting in three regions, designing functions 
for evaluating acceptance/rejection or finding thresholds determining the regions) must be supplemented by other activities. 
Namely the resolution of problems associated with the action to be taken, such as the appropriate description of each region 
in order to identify the region a particular situation belongs or will belong to, the transfer of an object between regions 
according to the interests of the agent, and the design of behavioral strategies in each of these regions.

In addition to the two research activities mentioned above, a third one should be added [33], that is focused on how to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the designed strategy.

This section is focused on a specific framework for TWD, among the existing ones [35]. In this framework, TWD is 
represented through an evaluation that classifies entries as accepted, rejected, or unknown. The general formulation suggests 
working with evaluations with rank on a poset. For this particular case, the range of values of the evaluation are the 
(ordered) interval [0, 1], identifying 0 with false and 1 with true. An acceptance-rejection evaluation is a function

ω : U → [0,1]
and the three decision regions are



• P O Sω = {u ∈ U : ω(u) = 1}
• N EGω = {u ∈ U : ω(u) = 0}
• BN Dω = {u ∈ U : 0 < ω(u) < 1}

No more elements of this approach will be detailed here (we refer the reader to [35]), since these will be introduced when 
we study the specific approach of the paper.

In our case we intend to estimate how close is the information represented by F from the knowledge represented by the 
knowledge base K , from a semantic point of view (considering models of K ). To a certain extent the evaluation can be seen 
as a degree of certainty similar to fuzzy logic, by taking into account as degree of truth the value of ω that tells us for how 
many models of K the information really has harnessed knowledge. The notions of logic that will be used are introduced 
next.

As mentioned above, the TWD considers all aspects of decision making, not just the analysis of the three general decision 
options such as that based on an assessment of the three regions defined above. Note that these are closely linked to the 
other tasks complementing the decision making process itself (data collection/indexes, analysis of previous decision making, 
justification/explaining, etc.). In fact, as it can be seen from the bibliography in this paper, these complementary tasks can 
also be studied from the perspective of the TWD in order to prepare or improve decision making processes.

Within the decision making process, there are different solutions depending on both the ontological nature we consider 
for those three alternatives and the different alternatives offered by TWD: three sets of options, through functions that 
estimate the goodness of each possible decision (the extremes being acceptance-rejection), fuzzy sets, etc. The selection 
depends on the nature of the problem and the designer’s options. In this way, it is possible to apply the principles of TWD 
in fields such as Data Science (included Big Data [36]) and Artificial Intelligence, where the applications range from the 
foundation of Machine Learning processes that use rough techniques providing solutions to be applied in the presence of 
uncertainty or absence of data/information [37], dealing with imbalanced data [38], ambiguity in labeling data [39] or the 
need for incremental concept learning [40], to more challenging applied fields such as the analysis of feelings and opinions 
[41,42].

In the case under discussion in this paper (the use of TWDs to resolve problems with conflicting information received 
by the agent), the effectiveness (validity) and correctness of the solution must be considered at two levels. The first is the 
logical one, namely the correctness of the proposed solution (which is discussed in this paper, mainly in section 4). Solving 
this problem is mandatory if one wishes to address the second, which is the (experimental) validity of the solution (that in 
this case is outside the scope of this paper and depends on the theory of the chosen agency) in cases of application.

2.2. Conservative retraction in propositional logic

The purpose of this section is to briefly recall the main concepts of propositional logic, as well as to specify the notation 
used along the paper. A propositional language is a set L = {p1, . . . , pn} of propositional symbols (variables). The set of 
formulas F orm(L) is built up in the usual way, by using the connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, → and 	 (	 denotes true, and ⊥ is ¬	).

An interpretation (or valuation) v is a truth value assignation v : L → {0, 1}. It is said that v is model of a formula F
(v |= F ) if it makes F true in the usual classical truth functional way. In this work, a Knowledge Base (KB) is a finite set 
of formulas. The language of K is denoted by L(K ) (i.e. the set of variables used in K ). It is said that a v is a model of 
K (v |= K ) if v is a model of every formula in K . The set of models of F (resp. K ) is denoted by Mod(F ) (resp. Mod(K )). 
Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that K is consistent.

A formula F (or a KB K ) is consistent if Mod(F ) �= ∅ (resp. Mod(K ) �= ∅). It is said that K entails F (K |= F ) if every 
model of K is a model of F , that is, Mod(K ) ⊆ Mod(F ). Both notions can be naturally generalized to a KB, preserving the 
same notation. Two KBs K and K ′ are equivalent (K ′ ≡ K ), if both K |= K ′ and K ′ |= K . The same notation will also be used 
for the equivalence with (and between) formulas.

For ease of reading, K + F denotes the knowledge base that results from adding F .

Definition 2.1. Given two knowledge bases, K , K ′ . It is said that:

• K is an extension of K ′ (or K ′ is a retraction of K ) if L(K ′) ⊆L(K ) and

∀F ∈ F orm(L(K ′))[K ′ |= F =⇒ K |= F ]
• K is a conservative extension of K ′ (or K ′ is a conservative retraction of K ) if it is an extension that preserves the

logical consequences of K (in the language L(K ′)),

∀F ∈ F orm(L(K ′))[K |= F =⇒ K ′ |= F ]
• Given L′ ⊆L(K ), the canonical conservative retraction of K to L′ is defined as follows:

[K ,L′] = {F ∈ Form(L′) : K |= F }



Any conservative retraction on L′ is equivalent to the canonical one [K , L′]. However, since this is infinite, the problem 
is obtaining a finite equivalent KB. This can be achieved by means variable forgetting.

2.3. Conservative retractions by variable forgetting

This section describes how to compute conservative retractions by applying variable forgetting operators. With this aim, 
only the notation and results that are necessary to understand the paper are presented. For a more detailed reading, as well 
as to consult the demonstrations, please refer to the article [43].

Definition 2.2. [43] A map

δp : F orm(L) × F orm(L) → F orm(L \ {p})
is called a variable forgetting operator for p ∈L if

δp(F , G) ≡ [{F , G},L \ {p}] for any F , G ∈ F orm(L)

In other words, a variable forgetting operator for p returns a formula that is equivalent to the retraction of the Knowledge 
Base {F , G} to the language L \ {p}.

A useful characterization of forgetting operators is the following: If δp is a forgetting operator for p, then the models of 
δ(F , G) are precisely the projections of models of {F , G}. Technically:

Lemma 2.3 (Lifting Lemma, [43]). Let v :L \ {p} → {0, 1} be a valuation and δp a forgetting operator for p. The following conditions 
are equivalent:

1. v |= δp(F , G)

2. There exists v̂ extension of v to L, such that v̂ |= F ∧ G

The Lifting Lemma can be also applied to [K , L \ {p}] [43]. Two consequences are the following useful properties:

Corollary 2.4. If p /∈ var(F ) then

δp(F , F ) ≡ F and δp(F , G) ≡ {F , δp(G, G)}

The procedure to calculate any conservative retraction is to iterate the application of the forgetting operator variables 
corresponding to the variables that need to be deleted from the language. Formally, it is denoted by 2X the power set 
of X .

The natural extension of a variable forgetting operator δp(, ) for computing conservative retraction of KBs is one that 
applies δp(., .) to all the pairs of formulas of the KB, and will be denoted by δp [.]:

Definition 2.5. Let δp(, ) be a forgetting operator for p. It is defined

δp[·] : 2F orm(L) → 2F orm(L)

δp[K ] := {δp(F , G) : F , G ∈ K }

Thus δp[K ] ≡ [K , L \ {p}] (see the proof in [43]). In order to keep the desired sub-language, it is sufficient to successively 
apply the suited operators.

When there is a variable forgetting operator for each variable, the order of variable forgetting application is not relevant 
from a semantic point of view since

δp ◦ δq[K ] ≡ δq ◦ δp[K ]
(both KBs are equivalent to [K , L \ {p, q}]). When the syntactic presentation of the resulting KB (which depends on the 
application order) does not matter, δQ [K ] express the result of applying forgetting operators for all the variables in Q in 
some order (e.g. prefixing a linear order over language variables). satδ(K ) is defined as δL[K ], thus it has not variables and 
it does not depend on the operators application order. Moreover, forgetting operators are sound, if K is consistent then 
necessarily satδ(K ) = {	}. In fact, K is inconsistent if and only if ⊥ ∈ satδ(K ) (see [43]).

Since

δL\var(F )[K ] ≡ [K , var(F )]
the following useful property is straightforward:



Corollary 2.6 (Location Property, [44]).

K |= F ⇐⇒ δL\var(F )[K ] |= F

An approach to specify contexts in AI is based on determining which set of variables c ⊆ L provides non-trivial in-
formation and which variables are relevant for representing the specific context. Note that in context-based reasoning 
formalizations, the contexts are often determined by a variable set (for example, the variables which represent signals 
received by the agent). In this way, a context is identified with a sublanguage of L. Then the state of the context is deter-
mined by the truth values of the variables of such sublanguage. For example

c = {4G_mode,home,bluetooth_colleague}
could represent the context where mobile devices work only with signals from a telecom operator, there is a sensor that 
detects whether the user is at home (for example, by recognizing home WiFi network) and there is a Bluetooth signal from 
a friend. A state of the context is the truth values from variables of c.

When K does not provide any specific knowledge about the context specified by Q , it is natural to conclude that [K , Q ]
should contain only tautologies (in the language Q ), hence δL\Q [K ] ≡ {	}.

Definition 2.7. Let L be a propositional language and L0 ⊆L a sublanguage.

• K�L0 denotes a conservative retraction of K to L0, that is, a KB such that

K�L0 ≡ [K ,L0]
or, by means of forgetting operators, K�L0 ≡ δL\L0 [K ]

• Given F ∈ F orm(L), F�L0 is defined as a conservative retraction of {F } to L0.

From a semantic point of view (and also bearing in mind that our main purpose is to establish both the formal founda-
tions of the problem and solutions), the syntactic representation chosen to work with the above definitions is not relevant, 
since they are all equivalent. Therefore, it would suffice to select forgetting operators to obtain F�L0 . In the next section an 
example of this type of operators is presented.

A useful property is the following:

Proposition 2.8. K |= F =⇒ K�L0 |= F�L0

Proof. By reductio ad absurdum, let us suppose that there exists

v : F orm(L0) → {0,1}
such that v |= K�L0 +¬F�L0 . This means that v can be extended to a model of K but not to a model of F . However, if v̂ is an 
extension to a model of K , by hypothesis we would have to v̂ |= F . But then v̂�L0 |= F�L0 and v̂�L0 = v . Contradiction �
2.4. Canonical forgetting operator

Recall that δp(K ) ≡ [K , L \ {p}] and therefore forgetting operators for the same variable produces equivalent KBs. In 
order to illustrate some of the results with examples, this section presents a particular type of forgetting operators. In [43], 
authors show a class of forgetting operators following this idea, called canonical forgetting operators. Although they could 
not be efficient for computing conservative retractions in complex cases, from a theoretical point of view, they are equally 
useful and easier to describe than those of algebraic nature introduced in the same paper.

Structurally, the operator in turn consists of two maps. The first one forgets the variable using the Lifting Lemma and 
the second one removes the occurrences of the constants ⊥ and 	 in the resulting formula. The second one is a reducer 
operator,

σ : F orm(L) → F ormr(L)

(F ormr(L) is the set of propositional formulas with no occurrences of ⊥, 	) such that σ(F ) ≡ F for any F . The canonical 
forgetting operator for the variable p is δ0

p = σ ◦ δ∗
p where

δ∗
p(F , G) := (F ∧ G){p/	} ∨ (F ∧ G){p/⊥}



3. Knowledge Harnessing

In this section the concept of knowledge harnessing is formalized. A fundamental requirement is that, when the infor-
mation is restricted to what can be expressed in a language, then the obtained information is non-trivial.

Definition 3.1.

• A language L0 is informative for F if F�L0 �≡ 	.
• Let K be a KB, F be a formula and L0 ⊆ L a sublanguage. It is said that F contains harnessed L0-knowledge with

respect to K , (notation: K |=L0 F ) if L0 is informative for F and K |= F�L0 .

Remark 3.2. Let us consider deliberative agents. If the agent works with knowledge K (in the sense of GOLOG, for example), 
then its KB changes only if he/she infers such change from the knowledge he has about actions and their effects (reason-
ing by progression), or because it receives external information that should be accepted, i.e. that at least does not cause 
inconsistency with his/her knowledge.

If the agent receives F that contains harnessed L0-knowledge with respect to its KB, then K |= F�L0 so the assimilation 
of F�L0 does not cause inconsistency and would allow the validation of preconditions for new actions.

The idea behind the definition is that, in the usual case where L0 specifies a concept, the formula F�L0 takes up the 
context information that is valid according to K . Following with this idea, an interesting case for Knowledge Harnessing 
occurs when K + F is inconsistent but K |=L0 F . This happens, for instance, when an agent receives (from other agent) 
information that is inconsistent with its beliefs, represented by K , but it can validate the information about the context 
specified in the language L0

If, in addition, K + F was inconsistent we have that K |= ¬F , thus K |= (¬F )L0 by Location Lemma. Therefore the 
situation could be described by the logical condition

K |= F�L0 ∧ (¬F )�L0

the agent selects F�L0 and discards (¬F )�L0 because it is assumed that the agent has confidence in the values of the 
sensors represented by F . That is why F�L0 is chosen as knowledge (belief) about the context to use in the decision making 
process. From the logical point of view, and without sticking to that trust, the knowledge base K can not decide between 
F�L0 and (¬F )L0 .

Another interesting case is when K |= ¬F�L0 . Therefore K�L0 |= ¬F�L0 , thus for any v |= K it has v�L0 |= ¬F�L0 . Then, 
by Lifting Lemma there is not any extension of v�L0 to model F . In particular v itself is an extension of v�L0 so v |= ¬F . 
Therefore K |= ¬F .

The second condition in the Proposition bellow characterizes knowledge harnessing in terms of conservative retraction 
(hence, in variable forgetting terms).

Proposition 3.3. Let F ∈ F orm(L(K )). The following properties hold for harnessed knowledge:

1. If K |= F then K |=L0 F for any sublanguage L0 of L(K )

2. K |=L0 F if and only if [K , L0] |= F�L0

Proof. (1) is true because F |= F�L0

To prove (2), it is sufficient to see that the variables that occur in F�L0 belong to L0, thus by Location Lemma K |= F�L0

holds if and only if [K , L0] |= F�L0 . �
Note that the reciprocal of (1) is trivial since L(K ) itself is one of such sublanguages and the retraction of F to this is F

itself. However, if we restrict ourselves to the proper sublanguages, the reciprocal is not true: Consider

K = {¬p ∧ ¬q}, and F = p ∨ q

The proper sublanguages are L1 = {p} L2 = {q}. For both languages F�Li ≡ 	, thus K entails them, but K �|= p ∨ q.

Example 3.4. In this example the computations of conservative retractions have been omitted in order to make it easier to 
read (see [43]).

Let G = s → r and K be the KB

K =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

t ∧ p ↔ s
t ∧ r → s
t ∧ q → s
p ∧ q ∧ s ∧ t → r



In this case G�{r} ≡ G�{s} ≡ 	 thus both are not informative, although {r, s} does since G�{r,s} = G . However

[K , {r, s}] ≡ {	} �|= G

because, by applying location lemma,

δL\{r,s}[K ] ≡ δp[δq[δt[K ]]] = {	}
It is, therefore, an example of the worst case for context reasoning: it is not possible to extract useful information from 

G , and in this case the reason is that K itself does not provide useful information about the two possible contexts in the 
language {r, s}.

Let us consider now the formula

F = p ∧ q ∧ t → s

In this case K |=L0 F because K |= F and F�L0 �≡ 	 for any L0 ⊆ {p, q, t, s}.
Let us consider now

H = t ∧ p ↔ r

and L0 = {t, r}. In this case K �|= H , although K |={t,r} H since H�{t,r} ≡ t ↔ r and K�L0 entails this formula.

3.1. Informative languages

Before defining the TWD model, some properties of the informative languages will be examined.

Definition 3.5. The set of informative sublanguages for F with respect to L is

IL(F ) = {L0 ⊆ L : F�L0 �≡ 	}

The following proposition summarizes the main properties of the set of informative languages for a given formula.

Proposition 3.6. The following properties hold:

1. If var(F ) ⊆L0 and F is not a tautology, then L0 ∈ IL(F )

2. L0 ⊆L1 and L0 ∈ IL(F ) then L1 ∈ IL(F )

3. IL(F ) is closed under union

Proof. (1) is true since, in this case, F�L0 = F
Proof of (2): If L0 ∈ IL(F ) then F�L0 �≡ 	. Since, in this case, L0 ⊆L1, trivially F�L0 ≡ (F�L1 )�L0 , that is, F�L0 is a con-

servative retraction of F�L1 , thus F�L1 |= F�L0 . As F�L0 �≡ 	, F�L1 also does not. Therefore L1 ∈ IL(F ). (3) is consequence 
of (2). �
4. A model of three–way decision for Knowledge Harnessing

In order to estimate how reliable is, from a semantic point of view, the information that F contains about a given context,
an evaluation approach is proposed. In this approach reliability is understood in a similar way to confidence in association 
rules: the number of models of the KB that validate this information (Fig. 2). In this way, the engineer is provided with an 
scale and acceptance thresholds for the border region can be established on it.

Definition 4.1. Let K be a (consistent) KB and L0 ⊆ L(K ). The acceptable-rejection evaluation for harnessing w.r.t. K and 
L0 is the function

ωK
L0

: F orm(L) → [0,1]
defined by

ωK
L0

(F ) = |{v ∈ Mod(K ) : v �L0 |= F�L0}|
|Mod(K )|

Proposition 4.2. The following conditions hold

1. ωK (F ) = 1 ⇐⇒ K |=L F
L0 0



Fig. 2. Idea of acceptance-rejection evaluations on formulas.

2. ωK
L0

(F ) = 0 ⇐⇒ K |=L0 ¬F�L0

3. 0 < ωK
L0

(F ) < 1 ⇐⇒ K �|= F�L0 and K �|= ¬F�L0

Proof. (1):

ωK
L0

(F ) = 1 ⇐⇒ ∀v |= K v�L0(F�L0) = 1 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ ∀v |= K v(F�L0) = 1 ⇐⇒ K |= F�L0

The proof of (2) is similar:

ωK
L0

(F ) = 0 ⇐⇒ ∀v |= K v�L0(F�L0) = 0 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ ∀v |= K v�L0(¬F�L0) = 1 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ ∀v |= K v(¬F�L0) = 1 ⇐⇒ K |= ¬F�L0

(3) is consequence of (1), (2). �
Once the acceptance-rejection evaluation is defined, the sets P O S K

L0
, N EG K

L0
and BN D K

L0
are defined in the usual way

[35], that is:

• P O S K
L0

= (ωK
L0

)−1(1)

• N EG K
L0

= (ωK
L0

)−1(0)

• BN D K
L0

= (ωK
L0

)−1((0, 1))

The acceptance-rejection evaluation for harnessing w.r.t. K and L0 combines two important dimensions. On the one 
hand, it takes into account the representation language of that information (L0) and on the other hand, the number of K
models where the harnessed information is valid with respect to that language. A high value is estimating how prudent is, 
for an agent, to accept that harnessed information (since it is valid in a higher number of possible states of the agent). If 
that value is 0 then an inconsistency has been created. Seen from the non-monotonous reasoning point of view, ωK

L0
(F ) is 

a measure of how many models are preserved, given a sub-language. The language choice will be later discussed.
For instance, such an evaluation for agents based on the Situation Calculus it is possible to keep the value of ωK

L0
(F )

associated to the harnessed knowledge F�L0 of a fluent that comes from outside (coming from sensors or monitoring of 
external events). So, for example, if the agent uses F�L0 to project the initial situation through a high-level action program, a 
value of robustness using the values can be associated to the fluents of the projected situation (the database that results after 
performing such program). It is clear that, in that case, it will be very likely to combine both, different harnessed fluents 
and sub-languages, so it is necessary to combine them. In the case of teleo-reactive agents it would allow to simplify the 
TR-successions, in exchange for paying the price of taking into account that the action dictating the succession has a degree 
of acceptance.

4.1. Behavior of three-way decisions by extending the knowledge base

The following proposition summarizes the basic cases and properties of the decision regions when L0 = L, as well as 
the behavior of the evaluation by expansion of K with new information under the sublanguage. This case is interesting as 
it represents the situation in which one receives new knowledge about the context of the system KB.



Proposition 4.3. The following properties hold for ωK
L

1. If K is an extension of K ′ then
(a) P O S K ′

L ⊆ P O S K
L

(b) N EG K ′
L ⊆ N EG K

L
(c) BN D K

L ⊆ BN D K ′
L

2. If F ∈ F orm(L0) then ωK+F
L0

(G) ≥ ωK
L0

(F ∧ G)

Proof. Property (1).1 is true since, by Proposition 4.2.(1), if F ∈ P O S K ′
L then K ′ |= F�L0 hence K |= F�L0 therefore (by

Proposition 4.2.(1) again) ωK
L0

(F ) = 1.
Both (1).2 and (1).3 are proved as (1).1.
Proof of (2) Please note that in this case, by Corollary 2.4, it holds that

(F ∧ G)�L0 ≡ F ∧ G�L0 ≡ (F ∧ G�L0)�L0

ωK+F
L0

(G) = |{v |= K + F : v�L0 |= G�L0}|
|Mod(K + F )| ≥

≥ |{v |= K + F : v�L0 |= G�L0}|
|Mod(K )| =

= |{v |= K : v |= F ∧ G�L0}|
|Mod(K )| =

(by Cor. 2.4)= |{v |= K : v�L0 |= (F ∧ G�L0)�L0}|
|Mod(K )| =

= ωK
L0

(F ∧ G) �
4.2. Behavior of three-way decisions by extending the language

In this section the behavior of the acceptance-rejection evaluations when there exists an extension of the language is 
studied. It would correspond to the case in which the context (the set of variables) is extended or combined with another 
one. This case would correspond to the situation in which the agent must combine different harnessed information (which 
he/she possesses with respect to different situations) in order to be able to decide the action to be executed and to estimate 
the degree of acceptance-rejection of the result. In order to establish the relationship between the original evaluations and 
those of the extension, two operations on the evaluations have been defined (which are simply a rewriting of the minimum 
norm and maximum conorm of Fuzzy Logic).

Definition 4.4.

• ωK
L1

∨ ωK
L2

= max{ωK
L1

, ωK
L2

}
• ωK

L1
∧ ωK

L2
= min{ωK

L1
, ωK

L2
}

Theorem 4.5. Let L1, L2 be sublanguages of L =L(K ).

1. L1 ⊆L2 =⇒ ωK
L2

≤ ωK
L1

2. ωK
L1∪L2

≤ ωK
L1

∧ ωK
L2

3. ωK
L1∩L2

≥ ωK
L1

∨ ωK
L2

Proof. Let us see (1):

ωK
L2

(F ) = |{v ∈ Mod(K ) : v�L2 |= F�L2}|
|Mod(K )| ≤

≤ |{v ∈ Mod(K ) : v�L2 |= F�L1}| (because F�L2 |= F�L1)
|Mod(K )|



(2) and (3) holds since by property (1)

ωK
L1∪L2

(F ) ≤ ωK
Li

(F ) and ωK
L1∩L2

(F ) ≥ ωK
Li

�
Example 4.6. The inequalities of the above proposition can be strict. For instance, let us see it for (2): Let

K = {¬p ∨ ¬q}, L1 = {p} and L2 = {q}
In this case |Mod(K )| = 3.
Let us consider F = p ∧ q. Then F�L1 ≡ p and F�L2 =≡ q. Therefore

ωK{p}(F ) = ωK{q}(F ) = 1/3

However F�L1∪L2 ≡ F and ωK{p,q}(F ) = 0

The problem of calculating the evaluation is a computationally complex problem. Therefore, it would be interesting to 
do the calculations with languages (contexts) for which the associated evaluation had a maximum value for the F formula 
among all contexts. The idea is to try to estimate what is the maximum amount of information (depending on the size of 
the sublanguage, which would correspond to the corresponding number of sensors in the previous examples) that can be 
harnessed (being of course, an informative language). Formally:

Definition 4.7.

1. �K (F ) =
⎧⎨
⎩

max{ωK
L0

(F ) : L0 is informative for F } if it is nonempty

0 in other case

2. It is said that L0 is maximally informative for F with respect to K if �K (F ) = ωK
L0

(F ) with the size of L0 being
maximum

Following with the Example 4.6, it holds that {p} and {q} are maximally informative but {p, q} does not.
When �K (F ) = 0 there is not informative language L0 verifying that K |=L0 F therefore it can not extract from F any

information. In case of �K (F ) = 1 then there exists harnessed knowledge for some sublanguage. Finally, if 0 < �K (F ) < 1
the function estimates the maximal information potentially usable in some models of K .

The following theorem shows the importance of maximally informative languages: their sub-languages (subcontexts, in 
the case of context-based reasoning) do not provide more information regarding the associated evaluations:

Theorem 4.8. Let L1 ⊆L0 be two informative languages for F , such that �K (F ) = ωK
L0

(F ). Then

1. ωK
L0

(F ) = ωK
L1

(F )

2. K |= F�L0 ↔ F�L1

Proof. (1) is true since ωK
L0

(F ) ≤ ωK
L1

(F ) by Theorem 4.5. As ωK
L0

(F ) is maximum, the equality holds.

Proof of (2). By definition of ωK
L , and as L1 ⊆L0:

{v |= K : v�L0 |= F�L0} ⊆ {v |= K : v�L1 |= F�L1}
Since the first set has maximum size, the equality holds, thus K |= F�L0 ↔ F�L1 . �

As a consequence of the above result, maximally informative language can not be combined. The following corollary 
shows that it is possible to choose a maximally informative language within a given context, but it will not be possible to 
combine it with others (that are associated to other contexts) since it would not be harnessed knowledge.

Corollary 4.9. If L1 �=L0 are maximally informative for F then L1 ∪L0 does not.

Proof. Since both languages are of maximum size, L1 �⊂L0 and L0 �⊂L1 holds. Therefore |L1 ∪L0| > |L0|. By Theorem 4.5

ωK
L1∪L0

(F ) ≤ ωK
L0

(F )

However, the inequality has to be strict as |L0| is maximum. �



Fig. 3. Two contexts for the Knowledge Base.

Following with Example 4.6,

�K{p}(F ) = �K{q}(F ) = 1/3

Since {p, q} is not informative, both languages are maximal.

5. Examples

In order to illustrate the formalization, two more developed examples are presented below. The first one is also within
the framework of mobile MAS from Sect. 1.1. The second one rewrites an example of [45].

5.1. An use case in MAS-based mobile context reasoning

This section details a particular example within the framework described in Sect. 1.2. The framework described below is 
motivated by the design of semantic apps in the context of the mobile Web 2.0 [10]. The scenario involves a context-aware 
mobile phone that has been configured to decide mobile phone’s behavior, based on user’s preferences and context. One of 
the services the system provides, MMS service, is paid per use, so the KB is designed to restrict its use to contexts where 
there are not alternative ways to send multimedia content (where there is not a supplementary cost per use as for example 
WiFi).

For instance, let K f be a knowledge base built to work only within two contexts representing home and work environ-
ments (see Fig. 3). In the general case, a global KB must represent features about every signal relevant for the user. For a 
sound behavior at home, the agent should get a contextualized KB from K f of the server to work properly in each context 
(by conservative retraction). For example, contexts depicted in Fig. 3 can be described by means of the variable sets (set of 
propositional variables related to signals in each context):

• L0 = {home, tv_on, 4G}, and
• L1 = {work, bluetooth_printer, 4G, W i F i}.

The state of the context is specified by giving the truth value of the associated variables. Let K be one of the correspond-
ing conservative retractions. If the user of other device provides information F to the mobile phone, it could be interesting 
to see if K�L0 |=L0 F�L0 , (or for L1). In the case of mobile reasoning, the conservative retraction has to preserve information 
about mobile features. In this case, according to K f , it is represented by a language La ,

La = {block_work_calls, ringtone_1, ringtone_2, mute_mode, V oI P _on,
4G_mode, tag_home_set, tag_work_set, printer_ f lag ,
mowento_mms, connectivity}

In order to illustrate the use of conservative retraction for knowledge harnessing, let us suppose that the user is at home, 
the TV is off, and a colleague arrives with the Bluetooth signal turned on. Thus, the context to study is

L0 = {4G_mode, tv_on,home,bluetooth_colleague}
And therefore, the conservative retraction to reason within this context that has to be computed is

Kh = [K ,La ∪ {home, tv_on,bluetooth_colleague,4G_mode}]



• If user is at home, agent blocks incoming working calls:
F1 : home → block_work_calls

• If user is at home, then ringtone1 is activated; If user is at work, then ringtone2 is activated:
F3 : home → ringtone1, F2 : work → ringtone2

• User does not work at home:
F4 : work → ¬home

• Both ringtones can not be activated at the same time:
F5 : ringtone1 → ¬ringtone2

• When user is at home and TV is on, mobile mute mode must be on:
F6 : home ∧ tv_on → mute_mode

• If TV is off, then mute mode is off, too:
F7 : ¬tv_on → ¬mute_mode

• When agent is not connected to WiFi network, and user is at work, VoIP service is launched and 4G
mode is turned off:
F8 : work ∧ wif i → V oI P _on ∧ ¬4G_mode

• If a colleague’s Bluetooth device is detected, then agent believes that user is at work:
F9 : bluetooth_colleague → work

• If user takes a picture at home (at work), then the home (work) tagging is activated.
F10 : photo ∧ home → tag_home_set , F11 : photo ∧ work → tag_work_set

• If agent detects printer’s Bluetooth signal, then printer_ f lag is on:
F12 : bluetooth_printer → printer_ f lag

• If agent can not connect to WiFi access point, then an specific service called Mowento’s MMS service
is launched:
F13 : ¬W iF i ∧ photo → mowento_mms

• If neither WiFi or 4G are available, then no connection warning is activated:
F14 : ¬wif i ∧ ¬4G_mode → ¬connectivity

• When user is at work, only one (4G or VoIP) could be activated:
F15 : work → ¬(4G_mode ∧ V oI P )

Fig. 4. Global KB for the example of Fig. 3.

• bluetooth_colleague → ringtone2

• bluetooth_colleague ∧ home → ⊥
• bluetooth_colleague ∧ 4G_mode → ¬V oI P

• bluetooth_colleague → tag_work_set ∨ ¬photo

• bluetooth_colleague ∧ ¬4G_mode → V oI P ∨ ¬connectivity

• 4G_mode ∧ blue → ¬V oI P ∨ ¬photo

• 4G_mode ∧ blue → V oI P ∨ ¬photo

• bluetooth_colleague ∧ ¬4G_mode → ¬photo ∨ V oI P

Fig. 5. Formulas of the contextualization of the KB from Fig. 4 to home context.

(Note that Ls =La ∪ {home, tv_on, bluetooth_colleague, 4G_mode}.) That is,

δ{work,W i F i,bluetooth_printer}[K ]
The conservative retraction Kh contains the set

{F1, F3, F5, F6, F7, F10}
from the initial KB, jointly with the formulas depicted in Fig. 5.

In order to work in a particular state, let us suppose that the truth variables are s = {4G_mode, home, bluetoothcolleague}
and that the mobile agent receives the information

F ≡ bluetooth_colleage ∧ home ∧ V oI P ∧ ¬work

To harness knowledge from F , the formula F�Ls needs to be computed:

F�Ls ≡ bluetooth_colleage ∧ home ∧ ¬work

In this case Kh + s |= F�Ls , that is,

K |=Ls F

(and thus ωK (F ) = 1).
La



Fig. 6. Knowledge Base A for an espresso machine from [45].

5.2. Decomposing KB for context-based reasoning and Harnessing

The following example comes from [45] and it analyzes the behavior of an espresso machine whose functioning aspects 
are captured by a KB A, whose axioms have been enumerated in Fig. 6.

In order to work with Knowledge Harnessing some cases of [45] will be used. Authors obtain a partition of the KB 
according to the contexts induced by different use cases. The languages from these partitions can be used to compute 
conservative retractions, in order to check the completeness of the refined KB obtained in the above-mentioned paper. In 
[43] the corresponding conservative retractions are computed. In particular, for the context A1 induced by the variable set

L(A1) = {on_pump, ok_pump, water, man_ f ill}
The conservative retraction [A, L(A1)], is

[A,L(A1)] =
{

ok_pump ∧ on_pump → water, man_ f ill → water,
man_ f ill → ¬on_pump, ¬man_ f ill → on_pump

}

Let us suppose that the system receives the formula when it is in contexts specified with the first language, L(A1)

F ≡ (manf ill ↔ water ∨ on_pump) ∧ steam

In this case K �|=L(A1) F because

F�L(A1) ≡ manf ill ↔ water ∨ on_pump

and [A, L(A1)] �|= F�L(A1) In this case, it holds that

ωA
(L(A1)(F ) = 2/5

6. Conclusions, related and future work

In this paper the elements of a TWD model for knowledge harnessing have been presented, including the problem in this
field of research. From the definition, of semantic nature, we have studied on the one hand the behavior before the extension 
of the language (which would be like the set of variables to take into account), and on the other hand, how to obtain the 
maximum useful information from an information which was incoherent with the knowledge base of the agent/system. 
The acceptance-rejection evaluation measures this feature, understanding that the number of models where it is validated 
(something like the number of possible contexts in the given language) quantifies the richness of that information.

The acceptance-reject evaluation estimates the conflict between the agent’s KB and the new information, not just in-
consistency. In fact the KB is not considered to be inconsistent. For this last case there are complete studies (see [46], 
where a systematic study/survey of the computational complexity of inconsistency measures is also presented1). In [47] an 
inconsistency measure is proposed based on a forgetting variable variant that could be used in this kind of situations.

Although the approach presented here is focused on the extension of the TWD paradigm in an agent/system, it is possible 
to extend it to the case of a multi-agent system following ideas similar to those of [48]. In addition, it would be possible 
to use this model to implement expert systems based on the knowledge of different experts such as [49] and for diagnosis 
(see [50]).

The use of variable forgetting in decision-making analysis is not completely new. However, this work is focused on its 
logical formalism for a particular problem. Language reduction is an important issue in a number of fields related with 
decision and reasoning. For instance, the equivalent problem within FCA would be attribute reduction (both in FCA and 
Fuzzy FCA [51]), in which decreasing the number of attributes used in reasoning tasks is important.

Reducing the number of attributes allows refining the knowledge and meaning of concepts obtained as a result of data 
processing [52]. It is known that the TWD represents an opportunity to establish or strengthen the relationships between 

1 Recall that an inconsistency measure is a function I : 2F orm(L) → [0, +∞] satisfying I(K ) = 0 if and only if K is a consistent KB, whilst in the measures
considered in this paper the 0 result denotes inconsistency.



the FCA and the theories and techniques that are naturally incorporated within the TWD paradigm. There are proposals 
that combine FCA with TWD through three-way concept lattices (including duality [53]) and as a bridge between rough 
set concept analysis and FCA (see the recent [54]). In [55] authors use attribute reduction techniques on formal decision 
contexts in order to reduce the number of new concepts to be calculated. The same applies to cost-sensitive attribute 
reduction methods [56] and radius-based ones [57]. In general terms, these are approaches that aim optimizing the selection 
granularity [58]. Please note that reasoning on attribute dependence is, from a logical point of view, reasoning among these 
with implication logic, that is interpretable in propositional logic in turn for cases as FCA. Therefore KH could be applied by 
using more efficient forgetting operators [59]. See [60] for a general approach to the study of the dependence relationship.

In general terms, the problem of selecting (a minimal set) the most useful (e.g. for prediction) properties (features) 
is an important problem in a number of TWD models (see e.g. [61,62]). Considering different (informative) languages in 
knowledge harnessing would also allow adopting sequential or multi-class strategies to refine agent’s decisions from its 
knowledge base. Using a framework for this kind of strategies (for agents [63], for multi-source information systems [64], 
multi-attribute group decision-making [65,66]) would allow estimating the information gain that could be obtained after 
increasing (or decreasing) the language to be Harnessed. Likewise, data dynamics need updating attributes and concepts 
[67].

In this paper we have analyzed and based the trisection on the conflicting knowledge, which once evaluated would 
be assimilated by the agent. Future work in this area will focus on effectively incorporating the notion of KH in different 
models of agency (especially in teleo-reactive architecture). Note that, as it was already mentioned, the assimilation of 
harnessed knowledge by the agent requires the extension of high-level behavior programs to maintain acceptance values 
in the actions that are decided. In particular, the triple-tower architecture [68] for Teleo-reactivity could be enriched in the 
so-called perception tower and model tower. This particular application will be the subject of future study.

The idea of estimating similarity (or conflict) proposed in this paper is related to other measures of defined similarity on 
other logics of limited expressivity (and therefore with models of relatively simple structure). For instance, in [69] authors 
define a Semantic Similarity Measure for DL-lite logic-based ontologies that work on A-boxes via A-box mapping. This 
measure could be useful for KH on DL-lite ontologies, considering the conflicting (but consistent) new information as an 
ontology itself in the sense that was commented in Sect. 1.4.1.

The defined evaluation also shares some similarity with a probabilistic approach to the case of incomplete reasoning. 
There are approaches in TWD to address the problem of dealing with incomplete information systems [70]. In fact, the 
presented approach could be reinterpreted in probabilistic terms (in a similar way they do in the cited paper), and it could 
be interesting to establish the properties of knowledge harnessing from that point of view. This question will be the subject 
of a future study.
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